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ON THE CONVOLUTION OF L2 FUNCTIONS

BY SABUROU SAITOH

1. Introduction.

For the convolution F*G of FeL p (—oo, oo)(p^l) and G E L ^ - O O , OO), we
know the fundamental inequality

(LI) II^GIIp^llFllpllGlli.

See, for example, [8, p. 3]. Note that for F, GeL2(—oo, oo), in general, F * G e
L2(—oo, oo). In this paper, we will give an identification of a Hubert space
spanned by the convolutions F*G and establish fundamental inequalities in the
convolution. Note that when the space is L2(0, oo), the results are very simple
and quite different from the present case L2(—oo, oo). See [7].

2. The case of functions with compact supports.

We first consider the case of the convolution F*G of F^L2{a, b) and
L2(c, d). Without loss of generality we assume that a + d^b+c. Of course, in
the convolution we regard Fand G as zero in the outsides of the intervals [α, b~\
and \_c, d~\, respectively. We consider the integral transform, for F<Ξ L2(α, b)
and z—x+iy^C

(2.1) f{z)=

As we see from the general theory [5, 6] of integral transforms, the images
f(z) form the Hubert space H(a>b) admitting the reproducing kernel on C

(2.2) K{atb)(z, ϊi)

Since the family {e~ιzt z^C) is complete in L2(a, b), we further have the
isometrical identity

(2.3) ll/llέ< α,w=^:JV(ί)ΓΛ.

Hence, by using the Fourier transform for (2.1) in the framework of the L2

space, we have
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(2.4)
1 r<*

) 2π)a
l.i.m.ί* f(x)eιxtdx dt.

We consider similarly the integral transform, for G^L2(c, d)

(2.5) g(z) = ^-\dG(t)e-^dt
2π Jc

and the Hubert space Hu>d) admitting the reproducing kernel

2π)c

Then, we have

(2.6)

where

°F{t1)G{t-t1)dt1 for

^WG^-ίOύfί! for
d

Γ F{t1)G{t—tι)dtλ for
j t - d

The product f(z)g(z) belongs to the Hubert space [_H{a>b)®H{c,d)]R which is the
restriction of the tensor product H{a>b)®Hu>d) to the diagonal set C of CxC.
Here the norm is given by

(2.7) = min Σ Σ k)n(c,d)

The minimum is taken over all functions yΣfj(z1)gj(z2) on CxC satisfying
. 7 = 1

(2.8) f(z)g(z)=Σfj(z)gj(z) on C
J = l

for fj^H(a>b) and gj^H{Ctd). Moreover, the Hubert space [_H{a,b)®H{Cyd)~]R

admits the reproducing kernel K(a,b)(z, ΰ)K(c,d)(z, U) and is characterized by this
property ([1, pp. 357-362 and p. 344]).

In order to realize the norm in ίH(a,b)®H(c,d)lR> we compute the kernel
K{a,b)(z, ΰ)K(C,d)(z, ΰ) in a reduced form; that is,

(2.9) (α.δ)fe u)K(c,d)(z, U)

4π2
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1 Γa+d1 Γa+d

= — τ {ί-
4TΓ Jα + c

utdt

We denote, in general, the characteristic function of [α, &] by X(t; \_a> b~\) such
that

fl for fe[α, ft]
χ(ί;[α, 6])=]

10 for ί < 0 , or
We set

c, a + d?i)+(d-c)X(t;Za + d, b+c])

+Φ+d-t)X(t;lb+c, b+dj).

Then, any member φ(z) of [_Hia,b)®H{c,d)~\R is expressible in the form

(2.10) φ{z)=-

for a uniquely determined function Φ satisfying

(2.11)

Moreover, the norm is given by, as in (2.4)

(2.12) mhl

J o l.i.m. φ(x)eιxtdx

where

[ b+d-t

See [5, 6], From the property of (2.7), we, in particular, obtain the following
inequalities.

THEOREM 2.2. For any f^H{a>b) and g^H(c>d), we have the inequality

(2.13)
b+d ΓN

l.i.m.\ f(x)g(x)eιxtdx
a+c N->oo J-JV

W(t)dt

<τr-\ fWeιxtdx dt

2π
l.i.m. g(x)etxtdx dt
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or, for any F<BL2(a, b) and G^L2(c, d)

(2.14) [b+d I(F*G)(f) \ 2W(t)dt^ Γ I F(t) 12dt\d | G{t) \ *dt.
Ja+c Ja Jc

As a property of the convolution F*G, we have

COROLLARY 2.1. The convolution F*G of F^L2(a, b) and G^L2(c, d) is ex-
pressible in the form

(2.15) (F*G)(ί) =

for a function Φ satisfying

(2.16) Γ \Φ(t)\*V(f)dt<oo.
J-oo

Converselyy for any Φ satisfying (2.16), the right hand in (2.15) is expres-
sible in the form, for Fj^L2(a, b) and Gj^L2(c, d)

Φ(ί)V(t)=Έ(F*Gj)(t)
. 7 = 1

in the sense of the strong convergence in the norm (2.16).

Further, when G Ξ I on [0, d~\, we have

COROLLARY 2.2. For any F<=L2(a, b) and for any d such that a+d^b, we
have the inequality

(2.17) FiQdh dt+-r\ Fitjdh
ja t—a \Ja a Ja + d Jt-d

ί
b+d 1 I fδ

— — - FiQdU
δ b+d—t IJ ί-d

Further, when a=c=Q and b=d>Q, we have

dt

b

Sd\ \F(t)\2dt.

S b 1 I f t

0 t I Jo

2 p2δ

dt+\\ \\
Jδ Lb — t IJ ί -δ

dt^b\\F(t)\2dt.
Jo

Corollay 2.2 will give a natural relationship between the magnitudes of the
integrals

Γ 2 and [b \F(t)\*dt
Ja

in a sense. Cf. Hardy-Little wood-Poly a [3, pp. 239-246].
In particular, when (a, 6)=(—α, a), we have

K{-a>a)(z, u) —
sin {az—au)

π{z-u)
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Γ \ftx)\*dx = ~\a \F(t)\*dt. .
J -oo Z7Γ J - α

See, for example, de Branges [2, pp. 46-48]. Hence, we have

COROLLARY 2.3. For any f and g^H(-a>(l), we have the inequality

l.i.m.Γ
iV->oo J- iV

ft^Γ \f(x)\2dx[° \g(x)\2dx.
J-oo J-oo

(2.19) p
J-2α Z f l — μ |

Further, for any F and G e L 2 ( - c o , °°) cmd for any α>0, we have the inequality

(2.20) Γ * |(f*G)(O|*rff^fα \F{t)Vdt[a \G{t)Vdt.
J-2a 2a—\t\ J-a J-a

3. Equality problems.

We will consider the equality problems for the inequalities obtained in § 2.
Note that there does, in general, not exist a general treatment for the equality
problem in (2.7). See [4] for some general discussions for this equality problem.
But, in the present case we obtain directly

THEOREM 3.1. In the inequality (2.14), equality holds for F^L2{ay b) and
, d) if and only if F and G are expressible in the form

Cxe
im on la, b~\ and G(t)^=C2e

im on \_c, d~\(3.1)

for some constants Cx and C2, and for some point
Hence, further, equality holds in (2.13) for / e / / ( α > & ) and g^HUtd) if and

only if f and g are expressible in the from

(3.2) f{z)=C1K{a,b){z, u) and g(z)=C2KUtd)(z, u).

Proof. We will consider the equality problem in the inequality (2.14). Note
that the inequality (2.14) is directly derived as follows:

(3.3) \b+d \(F*GXt)\W(t)dt=\a+\ *
Ja+c Ja+c t — ia(a+c)

Ja + d a — C I Jt-d

Γb+d 1 I Γ b

+)b+c b+d-t IJί-

J a+cVJ a

dt

'dt

dt
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b+c /Ct-c \

( \F{t1)G{t-t1)\'dtΛdt
a + d\Jt-d /

b+d/Γb

(\
b+c\Jt-d

= \"\F(t)\>dt\d\G(t)\*dt.
Jα Jc

Hence, equality holds here if and only if

or

(3.4) FitJGitύ^HiU+tύ on [α, 6]x[c, </]

for some function i/ on [α+c, b+d~\. Hence, from this functional equation, we
have the desired result (3.1).

4. The case of L2(—oo, co).

Next, we will consider the case of F, G e L 2 ( - o o , oo). Then, for any α>0
and for the restriction of F and G to [—a, a] we can consider the functions

^dt and ga(2) = -λ
Lit

Then, we note that the norms

Wfaga\\ίH(-.a,a)®H(-a,a)lR

do not decrease for fl>0 and so the limit

-2α Z α — μ |

0 - ^ - | ΓV^Gα-ί,)^
-2α ί+Z(2 I J-α

dt

J 2α 1 I Ca 2 )

-s-S- I F(fύG(t-tύdti dt\
o Z f l — ί I J ί - α J

exists.
In order to show this fact, we consider the expression, for any 0<a<b

(4.1) fb{z)=\ F(t)edt+[F(t)edt+^\
Zπ J Zπ j b Zπ Jα

and the corresponding reproducing kernels

(4.2) A"(-M>(Z, «) = #C-a.a)(

These mean that
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(4.3) H{-b, b)—H(-a, a)®H(-b, ~a)®H(α, b)

and

(4.4) ll^ ftlϊ^rc-^. „=lL/"«H^c-«-

Note that in this case the sum is a direct sum. See [1, pp. 352-354]. From
(4.2), we have the identity

(4.5) #<->.»(*, ny=(K(-a,a)(z, ΰ)+K(-b>-a)(z, u)+Kia>b)(z, ΰ))2

= K(-a,a)(z, U)K(-a>a}(z, U)Λ YKia>b){z, U)K(a,b)(z, U)

and the corresponding expression

(4.6) /δ(^δ(^) = (/α

From these identities we obtain conversely the corresponding identities to (4.3)
and (4.4).

(4.7)

and

(4.8)

aga\\lH(-a, a

Hence, in particular, we obtain the desired result

Hence, in the inequality (2.20), we obtain the fundamental

THEOREM 4.1. For any F and G<BL2(—O°, OO), we have the inequality

(4.10) l imΓ l \{F*G){f)\*dtgF I^OI^ίΓ \G{t)\>dt.
α-»ooj-2α Z f l — | ί | J-oo J-oo

Equality does not hold here for F, GφO as functions of L2(°°, °°)

The equality statement in this theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Of course, we can obtain the corresponding results for iterated convolutions by
a similar method, but the results are more complicated than the case of
L2(0, oo). See [7].
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